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February Learning
Maths
We have been focussing on matching this month. Ruksana and Kelly had big bags of
socks from the washing machine and they needed sorting into pairs. The children
helped to sort the socks.

Following the interests of the children, we have also been thinking about the size of
the T-Rex and comparing everyday items to the T-Rex. Did you know its teeth would
have been as big as a banana?

Physical development
In our physical development groups we have been drawing circles big and small. A circle
can be many things: a sunshine, a smiley face, an alien… We drew them on paper on the
tables and on the floor in the garden.
We have also been moving like dinosaurs. Stomping like the big, heavy dinosaurs and
jumping like the little dinosaurs.

Language and Literacy
In our language and literacy groups we have been drumming outdoors. We took our
drumsticks and tapped them on the different objects outside. We listened carefully
to see which objects made a loud sound, like the railings; which objects made a quiet
sound, like the grass and which objects made our favourite sound.
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Classroom
Saturday Specials
We had lots of fun at our Story Book Saturday Special on the 16th of February. We
acted out scenes using props from books; made puppets and hats of characters from
our favourite stories; we made scenes in cardboard boxes to act our stories out in.
Please check our facebook page for more upcoming Saturday special events.

World Book Day

Upcoming Holidays
Easter Holidays 01/04/19 - 12/04/19
Bank Holidays 19/04/19 - 22/04/19

It is World Book Day on
Thursday the 7th March.
Come to nursery dressed as
your favourite book
character. Parents are
invited to stay and read a
story with their little one at
drop off time.

Please be aware that staff are only able to
administer medication for your child if it has
been prescribed. This means it must have an
official prescription label stating the
patient’s name, the dosage instructions,
expiry date and any other relevant
information. We are unable to give Calpol to
your child. You will also be required to
complete a medication form.
Because of the cold weather we have lots of
hats, gloves and scarves without owners in our
classroom. Please label your child’s clothing
and we will try our best to make sure it gets
back to you. Thank you.
For more nursery news please join our Facebook
page- Grace Owen Nursery School.

